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[1] The Hough transform is a mathematical device that allows the retrieval of
parametric curve information from binary-pixelated data in the presence of noise.
This slope-intercept transform maps each point in the image space S into a straight
line in parameter space P and has the very useful property that all points in S that lie
along the same straight-line map to the same number of straight lines in P with a
common intersection point. Thus with a suitable counting procedure, the problem of
extended straight-line detection in noisy pixelated data becomes one of local peak
finding, a problem that may be substantially more tractable. In this study, an algorithm
that utilizes the Hough transform for the detection of signals in International Monitoring
System style infrasonic array data by seeking periods of constant backazimuth that
are associated with coherent acoustic signals is described. A system of synthetic signal
implants is used to assess the performance of the detection algorithm by generating a
set of pseudo Receiver Operator Characteristic curves. A feature of the detection
algorithm is the ability to accommodate full three-dimensional array geometry.
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1. Introduction

[2] Monitoring requirements of the Comprehensive
Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty (CTBT) have prompted further
research into the detection of signals recorded by infrasound
arrays of the type that make up the International Monitoring
System (IMS) infrasound network [Christie et al., 2001].
[3] Melton and Bailey’s [1957] analysis of variance of

sampled data guided initial efforts, providing valuable
insight into the signal detection problem for signals typical
of those recorded by IMS infrasound stations. These are
acoustic signals with durations ranging from several seconds
to hours, that may have been the result of propagation over a
variety of paths that sum at the receiver to form a consistent
waveform across all sensors. The signals are embedded in
background noise that may itself be correlated. Separating
the variance of a data set, which in the present case is the
sampled waveform on a number of different sensors, into
individual sources of variance each relative to its own
independent mean, Melton and Bailey observed that the
ratio of variances of sensor means to the sum of individual
sensor variances resembled the signal-to-noise ratio and was
described by a Fisher Distribution since it is the ratio of two
c2 distributions. The presence of signals in the data was

characterized by the departure of this ‘‘F-statistic’’ from
unity.
[4] Blandford [1974] subsequently described the use of

the F-statistic as a detector in an automatic processing
system for seismic data, and Shumway [1971] extended the
treatment to the frequency domain, which is used by Smart
and Flinn [1971] as an infrasonic signal detection algorithm
in a Frequency-Wave number (Fk) analysis tool. In their
analysis, Smart and Flinn show that it is in principle possible
to distinguish between array sidelobe energy and that of the
main lobe using the F-statistic. Evers and Haak use a
frequency domain F-statistic detection procedure in their
analysis of bolide and microbarom infrasound [Evers and
Haak, 2001].
[5] Adding a further level of complexity to the usual

F-statistic detection algorithm, Katz [Brown et al., 2001]
uses a coincident-detection scheme where detectable signals
are identified by the simultaneous excursion above pre-set
thresholds of suitable measures of both signal energy and
coherence for a given vector slowness. Signal energy is
quantified in terms of the ratio of a Short-Term-Average
(STA) to Long-Term-Average (LTA) estimate of a specified
norm (either L1 or L2) of a windowed traditional delay-
and-sum beam channel. Spatial coherence is quantified in
terms of a sample by sample F-statistic estimator for the
given vector slowness.
[6] A potential problem with detection algorithms based

on the behavior of the F-statistic, including the coincident
detector of Katz, is that it is based on an ‘‘instantaneous’’
detection philosophy, i.e., the ability to declare a detection
depends largely on the instantaneous behavior of one
parameter, such as the ensemble-average Fischer Statistic.
Whether a detection is declared depends on this single
parameter at one instant in time without regard to the
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character of the waveform before or after that time. Such a
philosophy may increase the false alarm rate since a lower
detector threshold needs to be applied to record the weaker
signals, whereas a detection strategy that uses a contextual
analysis might, for example, use repetition to reinforce the
existence of the weaker signal while maintaining a higher
detection threshold.
[7] The Progressive Multi Channel Correlation (PMCC)

detection algorithm developed by Cansi [1995] is an
example of a detection strategy that performs a contextual
analysis in an attempt to coalesce elementary detections
into a robust signal detection, and is in this manner similar
to the detection algorithm discussed here.
[8] The signal detection procedure of Cansi utilizes the

fact that for a plane propagating wave the time differential
ti j between the signal arrival at two sensors i and j satisfies
the closure relation tij + tjk + tki = 0 for groups of three
sensors i, j,k. The degree to which this relation is satisfied
for short data intervals forms the basis of a signal detector.
In a practical detection system on a multisensor array the
initial set of three sensors is chosen so as to minimize
spatial aliasing for a given frequency and velocity. Con-
tributions to the detection statistic from subsequent triads of
sensors that contain more distant sensors is correctly
accommodated by resolving the ambiguity in the correla-
tion function, which may arise due to potential aliasing,
since the original triad provides an approximate arrival time
at the sensor. An essential component of the Cansi proce-
dure is the coalescing of elementary detections, which may
arise for example as a consequence of filtering in nearby
filter bands, into a single event. A weighted-distance
function is used to connect all similar elementary detections
in time-frequency-azimuth-velocity space. The PMCC de-
tection procedure has found application in the analysis of
acoustic recordings generated by the Concorde supersonic
airliner [Le Pichon et al., 2002], and also in the acoustic
imaging of the Kunlun mountains, China as a result of
significant earthquake activity [Le Pichon et al., 2003], in
the latter case the PMCC algorithm clearly reveals the
nature of the rupture process over time.
[9] In this study an alternative method is presented for

the automatic detection of acoustic signals recorded on
IMS-style infrasound arrays. The proposed method utilizes
the stability of the measured azimuth (during the passage of
a signal), as revealed by the Hough transform [Hough,
1959], as the primary detection parameter. The method is
based on the premise that static sources such as explosions
generate signals at a recording station that often have a
reasonably constant backazimuth over time even in the case
of weak signals perhaps from distant sources that have low
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The significant nature of the
source might be deduced from the duration of the signal as
determined by the constancy of the recorded backazimuth.
This method will aid the discrimination problem for the
detection of atmospheric nuclear detonations since a require-
ment for the method to work is the constancy of the recorded
backazimuth, which would be the case for a static atmo-
spheric explosion. The method, for example, fails to detect
the routine passage of intercontinental airliners passing over
the IMS infrasound array IS07 located in central Australia,

which based on signal duration and frequency content may
otherwise be confused with a signal from a more significant
source.
[10] Note that acoustic signals that have traveled signifi-

cant distances, and that have likely executed several
bounces, will be composed of regions of differing slowness
corresponding to the individual component phases. This
variation in measured trace velocity will diminish the utility
of the trace velocity as a signal detection criteria via the
Hough transform.
[11] Used originally for the analysis of bubble chamber

photographs in particle physics, the Hough transform, or
one of its many extensions [see, e.g., Illingworth and Kittler,
1988; Duda and Hart, 1972; Xu et al., 1990], has found
application in numerous fields. For example, the Hough
transform has been used to investigate the ejection of mass
in the solar corona [Robbrecht and Berghmans, 2004], and
has been used to track needles in surgical procedures [Ding
and Fenster, 2003].
[12] The signal detection process proposed here can be

divided into two distinct phases. The first, or Primary
Detection Space (PDS), samples the time series data at
regular short-time intervals and in different frequency bands.
Various features of the waveform are estimated for each
interval assuming a three-dimensional array geometry. The
second detection phase sorts through a time-ordered list of
waveform attributes declaring potential signal detections
when PDS interval data satisfy certain neighborhood criteria.
Use of the Hough transform makes this latter phase a robust
well-defined procedure.
[13] The Hough transform converts the more difficult

problem of straight-line detection in binary pixelated data
to the easier problem of finding local maxima in parameter
space. In the current context, the Hough transform performs
signal detection by looking for lines of constant azimuth
among the sample points that make up the PDS.
[14] An important aspect of the current detection proce-

dure, which is overlooked by previous methods, is the
correct handling of the three-dimensional array geometry.
This can be significant as the implicit assumption of two-
dimensional planar array geometry has been shown by Wang
[Brown et al., 1999] to cause significant errors in measured
backazimuth, magnitude slowness, and beam power at infra-
sound arrays that exhibit large sensor-height variation.
[15] In subsequent sections of this article general proper-

ties of the Hough transform are described with applications
to infrasound data. A practical scheme that incorporates the
Hough transform in an automatic detection algorithm is
described, as well as a test procedure that allows one to
determine pseudo Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC)
curves for the detector. Examples of the algorithm in
everyday use as a detection algorithm for IMS-style array
data are also provided.

2. The Hough Transform

[16] The Hough transform is a slope-intercept transfor-
mation applied to a point data set. Consider the set of points
S = {(xi, yi); i < 1, . . ., N}, which may take the graphical
representation shown in Figure 1a, where N = 120. The
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human eye readily picks out the straight line embedded in
the otherwise random background. Apply the transformation

m ¼ xit þ yi for i ¼ 1; � � � ;N ð1Þ

so that the abscissa for each point in S is used as the
slope, and ordinate of the point is used as the intercept of a

line in P. The resultant set of lines in P are shown in
Figure 1b. The preference for the point in P corresponding
to the intersection of lines that correspond to the artificial
straight line embedded in Figure 1a is obvious.
[17] A treatment that makes the process more obvious is

to consider the unique point in P corresponding to pairs of
intersecting lines in S; that is, the single point in P that is
the mapping caused by pairs of points in S. Pairs of points
(xi, yi) and (xj, yj) in S, for i 6¼ j, are mapped to the point

m; tð Þ ¼ yi � xi
yj�yi
xj�xi

� �
;� yj�yi

xj�xi

� �� �
in P.

[18] If we now plot point-density in P, we are left with a
surface whose local height represents the number of points
lying on the same straight line in S. Figure 1c shows the
P-domain point-density for the original S-domain distribu-
tion shown in Figure 1a. The power of local peak finding
algorithms can thus be brought to bear on the problem of
straight-line detection of arbitrary length in noisy binary data.

3. Infrasonic Signal Detection Using the Hough
Transform

[19] Acoustic signals that are of interest to the IMS are
generally characterized by a constancy in measured back-
azimuth that persists for at least a hundred seconds [Brown
and Gault-Galjan, 2001]. It may be anticipated that with a
suitable temporal sampling procedure, sampled backazi-
muths may form a binary-pixelated data set that is amenable
to a detection philosophy based on the Hough transform.
[20] As an example showing this kind of treatment,

Figure 2 shows the acoustic signal recorded at the DLIAR
IMS-prototype infrasound station located at Los Alamos
NewMexico from a Space Shuttle Launch at Cape Canaveral,
Florida, a distance of around 2600 km with a backazimuth to
the launch site of around 101�. The following procedures
were used to generate the results shown in Figure 2: (1) the
recorded channel data is band-pass filtered from 0.5 to 2.0 Hz
using a third-order Butterworth filter; (2) the waveform is
sampled successively over many short time intervals whose
duration is determined by the low side of the band-pass; and
(3) the ‘‘instantaneous’’ azimuth, trace velocity, and Fstat are
determined for each time interval (see section 3.1.2 below)
and are represented by a single point in Figure 2.
[21] The signal due to the shuttle launch is clearly visible

by the constancy of the measured backazimuth. The signal
is not particularly notable for its signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
or its coherence as determined by the Fstat, and it is
expected that pure F-statistic detectors will be seriously
challenged in correctly quantifying this signal in terms of its
signal duration and recorded backazimuth.
[22] We would like to now apply the Hough transform to

the azimuthal data shown in Figure 2a. The corresponding
analysis is shown in Figure 3.
[23] The acoustic signal due to the SpaceShuttle launch is

revealed by the constant backazimuth in Figure 3a, which is
clearly mapped to the peak in Figure 3c with coordinates in
(m, t) space of (m0, t0) = (0.28,0.02). Ideally, we would like
the t value to be as small as possible as it represents a source
with constant backazimuth. For the configuration shown in
Figure 3 at time t = 0, a value of m = 0.28 corresponds to a
backazimuth of q = 360� 0.28 = 100.8�, which is fairly close
to the great circle value of 101�.

Figure 1. (a) A binary-pixelated set of test data in which a
random set of 10 points has been embedded along a straight
line. (b) Transformation of the points shown in (a) after
applying the Hough transformation equation 1. (c) Line inter-
section density after dividing (m, t ) space into a 49� 49mesh.
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3.1. A Practical Automatic Signal Detection Scheme

[24] A practical automatic detection algorithm that uses
the Hough transform has several components, viz: (1) data
retrieval, quality control (QC), and filtering; (2) pixelation
(waveform sampling at short time intervals); and (3) signal
detection, thresholding, and feature extraction.
[25] Each of these components will be separately

discussed.
3.1.1. Data Retrieval, QC, and Filtering
[26] In practice, channel data is retrieved from a data

store over successive short time intervals. The duration, or
data processing time interval I is related to the low-
frequency cutoff f0 of the chosen band-pass filter through
the relation I = k/f0, where the constant of proportionality, k,
is determined a posteriori to improve the signal detection
capability. Through experiment a window length chosen
long enough to hold 12.8 cycles of the acoustic waves at the
low end of the band-pass was found to provide good
detector performance. Several frequency bands are typically

used in the routine processing of IMS infrasound array data.
These are specified in Table 1, together with the intended
purpose for the processing band.
[27] For short-duration impulsive type signals that may

have duration close to or less than a window length, the
Hough transform detection algorithm will obviously not be
applicable. In such cases the signal duration dependent
thresholds placed on Fstat and SNR that are applied
(discussed here in section 3.1.3) become the primary
detection tool.
[28] The QC algorithm is applied to the data for each

channel independently and has three main objectives:
(1) detection of consecutive data segments with constant
sample value (which may be zero for no data conditions);
(2) detection of single-point data ‘‘spikes’’; and (3) detec-
tion of data offsets, i.e., portions of data, less than one data
processing interval in duration, that have a nontrivial offset
applied.
[29] Except for case (3), the data is repaired using a third-

order polynomial interpolation function whenever 30% or

Figure 2. Acoustic signal from a SpaceShuttle launch in Florida recorded at the DLIAR IMS prototype
infrasound array operated by Los Alamos National Laboratories in New Mexico. Backazimuth (upper
panel), Trace velocity (second top panel), Fischer Statistic (second bottom panel), band-pass filtered
wavefrom, 0.5 to 2.0 Hz for channel 1 (lower panel).
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less sample points that constitute a data processing interval
fail QC. In case (3), QC failures are not repaired and the
data interval for that channel is dropped from subsequent
processing.
[30] The channel data is filtered using an acausal band-

pass filter using the frequency bands indicated in Table 1.
3.1.2. Pixelation
[31] Pixelation is the process whereby signal character-

istics are estimated for each data processing time interval.
The most important of these parameters are signal back-
azimuth, Fstat, and SNR. The procedure used for determin-

ing signal backazimuth is discussed in Appendix A, with
the method for incorporating the three-dimensional array
geometry discussed in Appendix B.
[32] The measured Fstat and SNR are useful in applying a

signal-duration threshold during the signal detection pro-
cess. For each data processing time interval the Fstat F is
computed for the point in the discretized slowness mesh that
maximizes T according to the simplifying approximation of

Katz [Katz, 1997], viz F ¼ N
G

1� G
þ 1 where N is the

number of good sensors contributing to the data processing
time interval, and G is the normalized correlation for the
slowness point. A crude SNR is determined for each data
processing interval by evaluating a Short Term Average
(STA), summed across all channels for the interval using
one of several norms and dividing by a Long Term Average
(LTA), which is the sum over the entire data period of the
STA’s for each data processing interval. Either an L1, L2, or
Power norm is used.
3.1.3. Signal Detection, Thresholding, and Feature
Extraction
[33] The essence of this detection procedure is to assem-

ble the extracted azimuthal, Fstat, and SNR information for
each data processing time interval in a time-ordered table,
apply the Hough transform to find regions with persistent
azimuth that may represent a signal impinging on the array,
and then apply signal duration-dependent Fstat and SNR
thresholds.
[34] Common sense must be used when ‘‘associating’’

azimuthal information from data processing time intervals
separated in time by a large interval, even though the
recorded azimuths for the different intervals may be very
close. Such intervals may, for example, be from spatially
colocated sources but separated in time. The ‘‘maximum
allowable hole count,’’ Hmax, defined as the number of
allowable consecutive ‘‘off-azimuth’’ data processing time
intervals between two intervals with similar backazimuth is
used to control the spurious association of temporally
separated intervals. This procedure is illustrated in Figure 4.
[35] Figure 4 shows 2 different configurations, viz., Case I

and Case II, of 12 consecutive data processing time intervals
where solid blocks indicate intervals with similar azimuth
and open blocks indicate off-azimuth intervals, for two
values of the maximum allowable ‘‘hole’’ value, viz.,
Hmax = 1, and Hmax = 0, the extent of each potential signal
is indicated by vertical lines. The arrangement of intervals

Figure 3. (a) A binary-pixelated set of recorded back-
azimuth data for the SpaceShuttle launch signal shown in
Figure 2. (b) Transformation of the points shown in the
upper panel after applying the Hough transformation
equation (1). (c) Line intersection density after dividing
(m, t ) space into a 49 � 49 mesh.

Table 1. Typical Frequency Bands Used for Processing IMS

Infrasound Array Data, the Intended Use, and the Window Length

(in s)

Frequency Band, Hz Detection Purpose Window Length (s)

0.03–0.1 volcanic signals,
distant large

explosive sources

426.6

0.12–0.48 microbaroms,
distant large

explosive sources

106.6

0.4–1.6 distant large
explosive sources

32

0.8–3.2 distant large
explosive sources,

close small
explosive sources

16
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with Hmax = 1 is a more tolerant configuration as it allows
for one ‘‘hole’’ or off-azimuth interval between intervals
without terminating the signal. The arrangement with
Hmax = 0 is less tolerant as it expects every data processing
interval within a signal to have the same azimuth. The
result is that Case I for the Hmax = 1 configuration has one
signal z1 that is eight-data processing intervals in duration,
whereas Case I for the Hmax = 0 configuration has 4 signals,
z1, z2, z3 and z4 that are 2, 1, 1, and 1 data processing
intervals in duration respectively. Similarly, Case II for the
Hmax = 1 configuration has 2 signals and for the Hmax = 0
configuration has 3 signals. In each case the signal onset
time is determined to be the start time of the first integration
time interval that contributes to the signal, and the end time
of the signal is considered to be time at which the final-
most integration interval terminates.
[36] Two levels of signal detection thresholding are

employed and are implemented to preserve the operation
of the CSS (Center for Seismic Studies) arrival and detec-
tion database tables [see, e.g., Anderson et al., 1990], where
it is assumed that the detection table captures all potential
signals with no regard to the significance of the signal and
the arrival table contains only the potentially significant
signals.
[37] The first level of thresholding governs the population

of the detection table. Here the signal duration-dependent
Fstat and SNR thresholds are applied to each potential
signal, which is discarded if either threshold is not achieved.
This is based on the premise that longer duration signals
(10 min or longer) are less common than the shorter duration
signals (on the order of seconds). The significance of Fstat
and SNR as detection criteria increases as signal duration is
reduced. This is simply due to the reduction in number of
contributing pixels for the Hough transform. For short-
impulsive signals with duration of only several integration
intervals signal detection is controlled by the thresholds for
Fstat and SNR that were applied, which are set at corre-
spondingly high values. From an IMS monitoring perspec-
tive these signals are from local sources, have a fairly high

dominant frequency and are of little significance. The precise
nature of the thresholds as a function of signal duration are
dependent on the frequency band being processed, but
representative examples are shown in Figure 5. Having
successfully passed the threshold, the signal parameters are
written into the detection table. In practice, the Fstat and SNR
thresholds are run at a fairly low level, so that in typical
operation an IMS infrasound station will record several
thousand detections per day.
[38] The second level of thresholding governs the pop-

ulation of the arrival table and represents a discrimination
stage where all nonsignificant signals are weeded from the
detection table list.A master tuning parameter t, where 0 	
t 	 1, is defined so that signals already recorded in the
detection table will populate the arrival table provided that
the recorded Fstat, F, signal duration, D, and SNR, S
satisfy the conditions:

F > tF1

D > tD1

S > tS1;

where F1, D1, and S1 are gross tuning parameters. Typical
values for the gross tuning parameters are F1 = 7.0, S1 = 1.5,
and D1 = 120.0.

3.2. Detector Performance

[39] A usual method for assessing the performance of a
classifier is to determine the Receiver Operator Character-
istic (ROC) curves, which plot Probability of Detection
(PD) against Probability of false alarm (PF) for a given
detection threshold. This approach can be cumbersome
because it requires determining precisely the number of
correct rejections, which in turn requires knowledge of the
potential detection opportunities. A more tangible measure
of detector performance is to determine pseudo-ROC
curves, which plot PD against False Alarm Rate (FAR).
[40] A method using synthetic implants with varying

SNR, which follows Katz’s procedure [Brown et al., 2000]
is used in this present study to establish the pseudo-ROC
curves for the detection algorithm under discussion.

Figure 5. Representative SNR and Fstat thresholds as a
function of measured signal duration applied at during level
1 signal detection, i.e., detection table population.

Figure 4. Procedure for associating temporally separated
data processing intervals into signals. Black cells indicate
intervals with similar measured azimuth. Two different
arrangements of data processing intervals are considered for
the maximum hole count (a) Hmax = 1 (upper), (b) Hmax = 0.
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[41] A pristine environment free of spurious natural signals
is required to correctly gauge the performance of the detec-
tion algorithm. A method of ensuring that no natural signals
are present is to take a certain portion of, otherwise healthy,
array data and rearrange the sensor labels so that any natural
coherence is removed. With the IS07 array data used in the
present study, the sensors are relabeled according to Figure 6.
[42] A sequence of signals is implanted into the relabeled

array data with precisely determined a priori SNR.
[43] Two signals, one legitimate and one synthetic, were

used as implants in the present study. The legitimate signal
was excised from naturally occurring data, and the synthetic
signal was generated using the Pierce normal-model algo-
rithm [Pierce and Posey, 1970] and created via the Infra-
Map toolkit [Gibson et al., 1999]. Six hundred modes were
used to generate a signal that is considered to be represen-
tative of the acoustic signal generated by a 1-kT surface
explosion 1000 km from the receiver. The signals used are
shown in Figure 7.

[44] These signals were implanted, one per hour, into
healthy array data for sixteen days according to the scheme
outlined in Appendix C. The implant SNR’s used, assumed
here to be the ratio of the power in the signal defined in a
spectral sense by considering the Fourier components, to
that of the background, had values that ranged from 0.001
to 65.536 and were contained in the sequence 2n/1000 for
n = 1,. . ., 16 (i.e., 0.001, 0.002, . . ., 32.768, 65.536).
[45] The detection algorithm was passed over the

implanted data and detection statistics obtained for each
SNR and for each signal. The results are summarized in
Figure 8, which shows PD versus FAR for the two signals.
The constant value associated with each line, for which
several representative values have been displayed is the
implant SNR. In obtaining these results the master tuning
parameter t ranged in value from 0 to 1 by increments of
0.1 and the gross tuning parameters had the values F1 = 7.0
for Fstat threshold, S1 = 1.5 for SNR threshold, and D1 =
120.0 for duration threshold. In both diagrams both of the
endpoints at PD = 0.0 and PD = 1.0 were extrapolated.
[46] These results show in both cases, that a signal with

implant SNR 0.5 or higher is detectable, and considered to
be significant, i.e., passed the thresholds as specified by the
master tuning parameter and was written into the arrival
table more than 90% of the time if one false alarm per day is
tolerated. In the case of the rocket signal implant, the signal
SNR falls to 0.25. By accepting higher false alarm rates, the
significance of the second threshold that allows signals to

Figure 6. Sensor relabeling for IMS station IS07 used in
the synthetic implant strategy to reduce correlation due to
natural signals. (a) Original sensor configuration. Sensors
L1 and H1 are colocated. (b) Sensor configuration after
relabeling.

Figure 7. Signals used in the pseudo ROC curve analysis.
(a) Synthetic 1-kT nuclear detonation signal. (b) Rocket
launch signal.
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pass into the arrival table is diminished. For example, a FAR
of 1 per day is achieved with the master tuning parameter
set at t = 0.8 for the nuclear implant and 0.7 for the rocket
launch implant.

3.3. Examples

[47] Several examples illustrating the utility of the
Hough transform automatic detection algorithm for detect-
ing signals recorded in IMS-style infrasound array data are
provided here. In the first set of examples, signals
recorded on IMS station IS07 are shown. Figure 9a shows
the acoustic signal from an explosion local to the array,
which clearly exhibits several weaker signals prior to the
main signal. Figure 9b shows the acoustic signal from an
unidentified source, likely to be mechanical due to the
monochromatic 1Hz nature of the signal that may persist
for many hours. Figure 9c shows the acoustic signal from an
intercontinental aircraft passing nearby the station. In this
case the detector is unable to define a single signal with a
persistent azimuth as the measured azimuth continually
changes and thus declares several detections with differing
azimuths.

Figure 9. Signals recorded on station IS07, located in the
Northern Territory of Australia, that were detected auto-
matically using a Hough transform detection algorithm. The
gray bands indicate the extent of the signal as perceived by
the detection algorithm. Signals are (a) explosive signal
local to the station, (b) the acoustic signal from an unknown
persistent mechanical source, and (c) aircraft operating near
the station. q, backazimuth; F, Fstat; V, speed.

Figure 8. Pseudo-receiver operator characteristic (ROC)
curves for the automatic detection algorithm as applied to
synthetic implant signals for synthetic 1-kT nuclear
detonation signals (upper) and rocket launch signals
(lower). Each curve has a constant value associated with
it being the implant SNR, for which several representative
values have been displayed.
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[48] Cumulative detection statistics generated by applica-
tion of the Hough transform detector on several months of
IS04 and IS07 data are shown in Figure 10, which plots
measured Fstat against azimuth. Figure 10a shows the results
for processing data from November 2004 to January 2005 of
IS07 data in the frequency band 0.4 to 1.6 Hz. Clearly

revealed in this Figure are the acoustic signals from Manam
Volcano of 27th of January 2005 at an azimuth of around 32�,
as are the acoustic signals from mining activity from the
Bowen Basin at around 100�. Figure 10b shows the results
for processing data from May 2006 to August 2006 of IS04
data in the frequency band 0.03 to 0.1 Hz. The extent to
which auroral-generated infrasound impinges on this station
is clearly revealed from around 180� to 210� from north.

4. Conclusions

[49] The Hough transform, from pattern recognition the-
ory has been applied to the detection of acoustic signals
recorded on IMS-style infrasound stations by keying in on
the constant backazimuth in sampled waveform data. Testing
the algorithm with implanted synthetic signals of varying
SNR shows the algorithm to be useful as a detection
algorithm in an automatic processing system. The pseudo
ROC curves that plot probability of detection against false
alarm rate (i.e., false alarms per day) show that a synthetic
implant with SNR of around 0.5 will be detected with more
than 90% probability of detection with a false alarm rate of
1 per day. Several simple examples show the algorithm to
work effectively as an automatic detection algorithm on
IMS-style infrasound array data.

Appendix A: Estimation of Signal Backazimuth

[50] Assuming segments of data xi(t) and xj(t) for chan-
nels i and j respectively have been acquired for a given data
processing time interval, we want to determine the time lag
Dtij between the two channels caused by the signal prop-
agation delay between the two sensors. With the time-lags
evaluated for all pairs of sensors, it will then be possible to
infer the direction and slowness of the incoming signal.
[51] Assuming thatDtij = �rij � s, where rij is the position

vector from sensor i to j and s is the slowness vector of the
signal, the correlation function Corr(t) can be used to
determine Dtij. We seek the values of t for which Corr(t)
is maximum. This is exactly equivalent to finding t that
maximizes the time�reversed convolution function
xi(t)*xj(�t). If a signal is present on both channels, we
can assume that a propagation delay would occur at t =Dtij,
not at t = 0, which would correspond to the simultaneous
arrival on both channels.
[52] It remains to determine the correlation function

between the two data segments. The convolution
theorem asserts that xiðtÞ*xjð�tÞ ¼

R
xiðtÞxjðt � tÞdt ¼

=�1 = xiðtÞ½ �= xjðtÞ
� �� �

, where = indicates Fourier Trans-

formation. IfCij ¼ =�1 = xiðtÞ½ �= xjðtÞ
� �� �

, then the problem
of determining a consistent set of time delays Dtij for each
possible pair of sensors {i, j} becomes one of maximizing the
function T ¼

P
i¼1
j>i

CijðDtijÞ ¼
P
i¼1
j>i

Cijð�rij � sÞ over all possible

slownesses s.
[53] Once the point in the slowness mesh corresponding

to maximum correlation has been determined, it is trivial to
determine the backazimuth and trace velocity of the signal.
A slowness discretization procedure that also accounts for
the full three-dimensional nature of the array is outlined in
Appendix B. Assume the point in the slowness mesh that
corresponds to maximum correlation has slowness s = (sx,

Figure 10. Cumulative detection statistics shown as Fstat
in the radial direction as a function of measured azimuth for
station IS04 located south of Perth, Western Australia, and
station IS07 in the Northern Territory of Australia. (a) IS07
from November 2004 to February 2005. (b) IS04 from May
2006 to August 2006.
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sy, sz), then the backazimuth q and trace velocity n are
given by:

q ¼ arctan sy

�
sx

� 	

v ¼ 1

� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s2x þ s2y þ s2z

q :

Appendix B: Three-Dimensional Slowness Space
Discretization

[54] Given an array of recording sensors with location
vectors ri, the time delay between sensor i and j of a signal
with slowness s impinging on the array is

DTij ¼ � ri � rj
� 

� s: ðB1Þ

[55] Consideration of this time differential is usually
made at some stage in order to determine the direction
of arrival of the signal. In conventional methods of
slowness plane discretization the recording array is
assumed to be horizontally planar such that
ri � rj
� 

z
sz

�� ��  �� ri � rj
� 

x
sx þ ri � rj

� 
y
sy
��, and only a

two-dimensional discretization in the X–Y slowness plane
is performed. For an array configuration where the vertical
offset between sensors cannot be ignored a three-dimen-
sional slowness space discretization is performed where the
mesh is configured in such a manner that only mesh points
corresponding to an acoustic slowness are explored. The
procedure employed in the work described here is to form a
geodesic tessellation in the X–Y–Z+ slowness half-space
such that the magnitude slowness of each mesh point is the

acoustic slowness s2ðiÞx þ s2ðiÞy þ s2ðiÞz ¼ 1=C2
s for each point i

in the mesh, where Cs is the local sound speed. In practice,
the local sound speed is inferred from the ambient temper-

ature recorded at the station. Figure A1 shows a segment of
the geodesic tessellation used in construction of the geode-
sic dome. A six-fold tessellation is generally performed,
which has 32769 points.

Appendix C: Synthetic Implant Strategy

[56] The signal is implanted, with some minor departures,
according to the scheme due to Katz as outlined in Brown et
al. [2000]. The following steps are performed:
[57] (1) Assume there are N = 2k points in the signal.
[58] (2) Separate the signal into N/2 frequency pickets

and calculate the power in each. Call these {P1 ,..., PN/2}.

[59] (3) Call the Total power T where T ¼
PN=2

i¼1

Pi.

[60] (4) Sort the frequency pickets into descending order
of power {U1 ,..., UN/2} and determine the index M at which
95% of the total power is obtained:

R ¼ 0:95T ¼
XM
i¼1

Ui

[61] (5) Extract the N-samples of background data where
the signal is to be implanted, call these {X1, . . ., XN}.
Calculate the power in the N/2 pickets, call it {W1, . . .,

WN/2}, call S ¼
PN=2

i¼1

Wi.

[62] (6) Sort the pickets into descending order of
power: {V1, . . ., VN/2} and determine the 95% index K

such that Q ¼ 0:95S ¼
PK
i¼1

Vi:

[63] (7) Specify the scale factor g as g ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Q

R
SNR

r
where SNR is the desired implant SNR.
[64] (8) Create the new waveform as YJ+i = XJ+D+i + gSi

where J is the insertion point and D is the delay.
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author was a Research Fellow at the Research School of Earth Sciences,
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